In two minds? Is schizophrenia a state 'trapped' between waking and dreaming?
This paper proposes that schizophrenia is a state of mind/brain 'trapped' in-between waking and dreaming. Furthermore, it suggests that both waking and dreaming are functional. An in-between state would be disordered; neither waking nor dreaming would function properly, as the mind/brain would be attempting two, ultimately incompatible, sets of tasks simultaneously. In support of this hypothesis, evidence is synthesised across four different domains: the chemistry of the dreaming state; work on dreaming as functional for memory; the membrane theory of schizophrenia; and chaos theory. The brain produces itself; self-organizing through its modulatory systems. Differentiation between dreaming and waking is achieved through aminergic/cholinergic/dopaminergic reciprocity. Chaos theory indicates that self-organizing systems function most creatively on the 'edge of chaos'; a state which lies between order and disorder. In the mind/brain 'order' represents rigid differentiation between waking and dreaming, whereas 'disorder' results from their interpenetration. How could the latter occur? In sum, the causal sequence would be as follows. Genetic susceptibility to schizophrenia is expressed through fatty acid deficiencies which precipitate neuronal cell membrane abnormalities. In consequence, all neurotransmitter systems become disrupted. Ultimately, the reciprocal interaction between aminergic/cholinergic neuromodulation breaks down. Disrupted cholinergic input interferes with the reciprocal relationship between mesolimbic and mesocortical dopaminergic systems. Loss of reciprocity between aminergic, cholinergic and dopaminergic neuromodulation results in chronic interpenetration; a 'trapped' state, in-between waking and dreaming results. This would be 'schizophrenia'. Currently, imaging techniques do not capture dynamic neuromodulation, so this hypothesis cannot yet be tested inductively. However, the paper suggests that further evidence would be gained through a closer attention to the phenomenology of schizophrenia in the waking and dreaming states.